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AUTHENTIC
OUTDOOR
TECHNOLOGIES
FOR THE MOST DEMANDING PEOPLE...

ARTISAN HANDMADE

GORE-TEX Insulated Comfort Footwear comes in 
a range of insulation options to keep feet dry and 
comfortably warm during cold conditions and winter 

outdoor activities.

Italian culture, taste and stylestyle are all values 
rooted in the artisanal know-howartisanal know-how of CRISPI®. Only 
the best leatherbest leather, by working with carefully selected selected 
supplierssuppliers and using the most modern manufacturing modern manufacturing 
technologiestechnologies. The end result is footwear of a very very 

high qualityhigh quality, perfect for the next adventures.

GORE-TEX Performance Comfort Footwear offers 
optimized climate comfort for moderate weather 
conditions and a wide range of outdoor activities.

Unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces
Rugged longevity

Optimal ground adaptability

GORE-TEX Extended Comfort Footwear is ideal 
for moderate and warmer conditions. Great 
for high-output activities and everyday use. 
The technology is perfect for constant changes 
between indoors and outdoors, standing and 

walking, working and leisure time.

INSULATED COMFORT

VIBRAM®

PERFORMANCE COMFORT

EXTENDED COMFORT

The first VIBRAM® sole was launched in the 
market in 1937 and quickly became famous 
all over the world for quality, performance and 
safety. VIBRAM® is today a guarantee to end 
users and the world leader in rubber soles for 

outdoor boots.

VIBRAM® MEGAGRIP

EFX midsole construction represents the Crispi® Crispi® 
active midsole generation,active midsole generation, which is the result of the 
research applied on high performance footwear. 
EFX provides more effective and progressive flexprogressive flex, 
more stable walkingstable walking, improve body posture, elevate body posture, elevate 
cushioningcushioning and long lasting comfort.long lasting comfort.

Crispi® INSTANT-FITCrispi® INSTANT-FIT: your immediate anatomic fitanatomic fit 
for long lasting comfortlong lasting comfort. A precise and immediate fit 
and the best performancebest performance thanks to the fusion of the 
CRISPI® technologies.

Unique progressive flex, to move you forward

Active cushioning in any outdoor condition

Exclusive dynamic stability, for a superior ground 
feeling

For over 45 years faithful to Made in Italy Quality

The artisan “know-how” applied to every single 
footwear

Cutting-edge technologies for instant-fit and 
long-lasting comfort

Self setting Elastic Tongue

Instep Wrapping Technology

Comfort Anatomic FIT


